HVLP - COMPRESSED AIR SPRAY (CAS) SYSTEMS
LYNX-3™ HVLP CONVERSION SPRAY GUNS

Converts your compressed air to HVLP. Simply connect our LYNX™-3 HVLP Guns directly to your
shop's air line and you are ready to reap the beneﬁts of a High Volume Low Pressure spray system.
Operating at standard air line pressures, the LYNX™-3 HVLP Guns creates less than 10 psi of
pressure at the guns while maintaining a minimum of 65% transfer efﬁciency. No matter what you
are spraying, you are sure to save up to 50% in material consumption. The LYNX™-3 guns are
the best on the market based on beneﬁt to cost and customer feedback.

LYNX™-3-GF

Gravity Feed Type

It requires only a 3 HP ordinary shop compressor* to do an excellent spray ﬁnishing job with most
sprayable materials including all HYDROCOTE® ﬁnishes. Other conversion guns currently on the
market require a minimum of a 5 HP compressor to deliver less than equivalent results.
LYNX™-3 HVLP Guns are as easy to use as the high pressure gun you're using now. No complicated attachments, manifolds or large cumbersome hoses needed. Includes gun and cup gun
assembly. Supplied with 1.5 mm atomizing set. The gravity feed includes a 600 ml polyethylene
cup with screw on cap.
CAT #
LYNX-3
LYNX-3 GUN ONLY
CG-32-LYNX
91-030
580-10058
580-10086

DESCRIPTION
Spray Gun with Cup Gun Assembly - Syphon Type (4#)
Spray Gun Only w/o Cup Gun Assembly (4#)
Cup Gun Assembly Only-Replacement (2#)
Gun Repair Kit (1#)
1.5 mm Atomizing Set - Medium Viscosity- All Purpose
2.2 mm Atomizing Set - Heavy Viscosity (Latex Paints)

LYNX-3GFSpray Gun with Cup Gun Assembly - Gravity Type (4#)
580-10058-GF
1.5 mm Atomizing Set - Gravity Feed Gun
580-10086-GF
2.2 mm Atomizing Set - Gravity Feed Gun
91641
600 ml Gravity Feed Plastic Cup w/Lid
91646
600 ml Gravity Feed Aluminum Cup w/Lid
91644
1000 ml Gravity Feed Aluminum Cup w/Lid

PRICE
$149.95
$129.95
$ 39.00
$ 19.95
$ 69.00
$ 69.00
$ 149.95
$ 69.00
$ 69.00
$ 19.95
$ 23.95
$ 29.95

LYNX™-3

Syphon Feed Type

*A 1 HP compressor will also power the

guns for short spraying sessions, however.

TSG-1000 HVLP SPRAY GUN

CONVENTIONAL DRIP PROOF COMPRESSED AIR SPRAY GUN

High performance HVLP gun for turbine sprayers. Equipped with
1.4 mm atomizing set, this rugged,
all metal bleeder gun delivers
high quality ﬁnishes at 85 to
90% transfer efﬁciency. Great
replacement for your old worn
out gun, or as a second gun.
Excellent for use wth all types of
sprayable ﬁnshes. Connects to any
turbine spayer having a 3/4" hose
coupling. Supplied complete, gun
and cup assembly. All metal, no

Economical, industrial quality, syphon type spray
gun, that yields a smooth, clean ﬁnish every time. An
excellent product for use with all sprayable coating
and stains, as well as contact cement.. Its standard
ﬂuid ﬂow set up sprays HYDROCOTE® Finishes
like a champ. Delivers 11 cfm at 50 psi of pressure.
Supplied with 1.5 mm atomizing set.

TSG-1000

32520

Industrial Cup Gun

$59.95

2-1/2 GALLON PRESSURE POT

$179.00

TOUCH UP SPRAY GUN W/CUP

Syphon type for pinpoint accuracy in touch
up shading, detailing, distressing, etc.
Requires 30-50 psi of pressure. Comes
complete with 8 oz cup.

32510

$39.95

32620
38650
38825

Pressure Pot
Air Hose
Material Hose

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-229-0934

Superior quality pressure pot
designed for high production operation. Includes an air regulator
and gauge, ﬂuid hose, and a safety
valve. Air hose is optional. Heavy
duty galvanized steel construction
for greater durability and compatibility with water based ﬁnishes.
Easily adaptable to Fuji Turbine
system, above LYNX-3 Conversion
Gun and the conventional gun.

$195.00
$49.00
$49.00
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